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The most talented football quarterbacks effectively utilize their
skills to read the circumstances associated with each down, and
they work through a designed play to produce a set of options
intended to optimize the results of the situation.
The dynamic world front line bankers find themselves in today
resembles what the quarterback must navigate. It takes more than
just knowing the plays, communicating to teammates and
mindlessly going through the motions. The quarterback must read
and react to utilize a sequence of options designed to make the
most of each opportunity. When consistently practiced, this
approach creates versatility to adjust and deliver superior results.
While the football game can appear to the uninitiated as a series
of random plays designed and executed by the offense, successful
offensive coordinators have studied the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats associated with a variety of designed
plays. With each down they introduce a planned play that appears
appropriate for the situation on the field at the moment. However,
depending upon the actions, reactions, speed, strength, and skills
of the players on the field, a specifically called play can result in
very different results from time to time.
Much of this difference arises from the effectiveness of the reads
and progression of the person through whom the ball always goes
– the quarterback. The quarterback executes the designed play
which intentionally allows for a series of options and even provides
for the opportunity to improvise depending upon what opens up.
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The Successful Universal Banker
This robust approach is an appropriate paradigm for retail bankers today. Our industry is experiencing an
evolution. Tellers and new account desks where people were trained to satisfy client requests are being
replaced by universal bankers where people are expected to help clients navigate choices in managing their
money. This new environment requires greater preparations and skill development. The universal banker
needs to be curious, competent, and confident. Success requires understanding and presenting the bank's
options - all appropriate for the situation and designed to help the client enjoy many if not all of the following
benefits:
Simple and intuitive
Easy and understandable
Convenient and Cost effective
Reliable and consistent
To achieve this, the universal banker must conduct a real-time situational assessment of client's desired
needs, wants, and engagement level. It requires the banker to do more than offer all of the available options
and focus extensively on rapport building. Obviously, knowing the options and building rapport are still
essential; however, they are not sufficient. If the preparations and presentation are limited to product
dumping and rapport building, the banker will be forced to assume the posture of an order-taker.

Beyond Order-Taking
The banker is expected to go beyond this order taking posture and serve as an actively engaged
representative of the financial institution, navigating through the best options for the client's desired financial
outcomes. Clients want to be assured their banker is guiding them toward the best available options; this
requires that the financial institution properly address all aspects of the universal bankers' environment which
impact the client experience:
Product
Process
People
Price
Preparations
Promotion
Presentation
Deficiency in any of these aspects will degrade the results. However, in this Google, GPS, Uber
environment, the presentation has become an increasingly important part of the end results. It is in the
changing real-time "reads" and "progressions" environment where universal bankers can now utilize
technology to influence results more so than in the past. With so many viable financial alternatives available
to clients and prospective clients of the financial institution, we find organizations position themselves to win
and retain properly-priced long-term retail deposits when they have:
Evolved their products;
Refined their processes;
Hired curious, competent, and confident financial professionals;
Consistently calibrated pricing;
Prepared the on-stage and back-stage environments of the bank; and
Delivered the message of opportunity to the right audience at the right time in the right format.
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It ALL Depends Upon Presentation
As the title suggests, the crucial elements are the "reads" and "progressions." The ultimate fate of each
opportunity lies in the universal bankers' ability to present the options at the moment of truth. It is unrealistic
to expect consistent success from random, spontaneous, reactionary approaches that are not designed and
refined. Simply stated - executive teams who give front line bankers rate sheets and ask them to be friendly
have little hope of competing successfully to win and retain properly-priced long-term retail deposits. It
would be equivalent to rotating the role of quarterback each game amongst a group of athletes who are in
good physical condition but have not spent any time and effort in honing the specific skills of a quarterback.
The coach who suggests players just "do what comes naturally" is in fact setting them up for failure in a
highly competitive environment.

Leaders MUST Lead
Financial institution executives need to listen to their teams. However, don't confuse listening with leading.
Leadership must invest the time and energy to understand the environment and learn about the tools,
processes, and products that can be utilized today. Expecting the front line to be thoroughly aware of the
pros and cons of alternative approaches beyond what they have experienced themselves is unrealistic.
When asked what they need to be successful, the front line will invariably ask for one thing consistently more attractive price. In the absence of better products, processes, preparations, and enhanced
presentation, bankers will always seek more attractive pricing to win and retain business. In fact, without a
robustness of all of these aspects, the front line who does not typically appreciate the business case of
alternative approaches will always seek the path of least resistance. Team members will often claim that if
our financial institution had better prices than the competition deposit volume would follow. Of course, there
is truth in the idea that we will generally get more if we pay more. However, over-paying for the raw material
of banking is not a sustainable long-term strategic solution. The real value is found in getting more than our
market share while paying relatively less than our competitors for this essential raw material.

The "Reads" and "Progressions" Sequence for Long-Term Retail Deposits
The financial professionals' sequenced presentation replaces the order-takers' over-used crutches of‚Ä¶
Running random rate-focused CD promotional specials;
Using greatly differentiated pricing for high-balance tiers;
Offering "Teaser Rate" promotions independent of post-teaser retention strategies; and
Using "New-Money-Only" promotions.
Instead, the most effective front line bankers today work through their progression to optimize the goals of
profitability, funding growth, team engagement, and client experience. In some cases, the sequence
progresses through seven or more stages. Here is a common example of the sequence keeping in mind the
extension of the next offer ends when the client "buys." At the moment of acceptance, the banker stops the
progression of the presentation‚Ä¶
Stage 1 - Introduce the Companion Deposit Account - This account offers a buy-one-get-one approach
to long-term retail deposits. If you buy a new retail CD today of at least XX months to maturity, you qualify
for a new high-yield, no-commitment deposit account of up to the amount of the new CD. This lets bankers
compete by using debit-only high-yield offerings producing significant volumes of properly-priced new retail
deposits with minimum cannibalization without resorting to "New-Money-Only" promotions.
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Stage 2 - Standard CDs - Offer a fairly priced "Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price" for standard term CD
offerings. These constitute the automatic renewal rates for those depositors who do not want to spend their
time and energy on managing their money at the time a decision is required - it is safe and convenient where
it is, and that is good enough for them.
Stage 3 - Promotional Specials - While promotional specials lose their promotional value when they are run
every day, they do provide some real economic value when they are run intermittently. The best results arise
when we run them by timing and defining them: (a)Timing them when there is the least volume of maturities,
and (b) Defining them by avoiding any passive re-pricing of maturing CDs in our portfolio into the new
promotional special.
Stage 4 - Customized CDs - Offer the ability to have depositors schedule the maturity according to their
desired access to the money. The current rigidity of most financial institution's maturity schedule creates an
undue narrowness of opportunity. Financial institutions can showcase their technical flexibility and add value
to the relationship with depositors in the process.
Stage 5 - Smarter CDs - Offer an alternative time deposit product that "Right-Sizes" penalties when rates
become the critical limitation. Anytime the competition appears to be offering something better, the financial
institution can expand the definition of value beyond APY to include the early withdrawal penalty which
depositors hate. Bankers can help depositors consider the pain in the penalty of the competitor while
offering them an alternative that takes the "punishment" out of the early withdrawal penalty while still
protecting the interest margin of the financial institution.
Stage 6 - Limited Edition Savings - When faced with a match it or lose it choice by a depositor, offer a
"withdrawal-only" savings account that pays a CD yield. We refer to it as "Limited Edition Savings." It
rewards loyalty with desired liquidity and simultaneously creates additional profitability and funding for the
financial institution; this product produces zero cannibalization.
Stage 7 - Refinance CDs - Your quarterbacks can offer the best closing conversation about helping
depositors manage their entire portfolio. Universal bankers can run the numbers and know the score today
regarding the opportunity to refinance the individual time deposits in depositors' portfolios; this process
positions the front line to be the heroes who deliver windfalls. By refinancing CDs, bankers are helping
depositors escape low yielding time deposits before maturity and move the money to your financial
institution. Depositors get a customized CD that matures on the exact same date as their current contract,
producing great value for depositors and the financial institution. Through this interaction, your
"quarterbacks" (aka, universal bankers) are elevated in the eyes of your depositors to valued and trusted
financial heros!
Few universal bankers will get the acclaim of an accomplished football quarterback beyond their circle of
acquaintances. However, your financial institution's leadership can equip and empower your team to
quarterback the opportunities available within your organization each and every day in ways that create great
value for everyone involved. For this to happen, leadership must proactively create the environment for
financial institution professionals to develop and refine their talents in order to deliver mutually-valuable
money management results. The status quo will not prove sufficient in dealing effectively with this and
future generation of long-term retail depositors. With so much at stake, investing to develop these skills
within your bankers is the greatest opportunity for return on investment in retail banking today.
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